Abstract -In this article we present a time domain method to approximate linear RC multiport networks, accurate up to user specified frequency. We use Lanczos algorithm to compute eigenvalues, an electrical network based method to compute eigenvectors and use these to synthesize a reduced order RC network. A similar method for RC multiport approximation has been proposed by Yang and Kerns [4], which works with admittance matrices (G and sC) of the multiport and also uses Lanczos algorithm to compute dominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However their method forbids capacitor cutsets in the multiport, which is a common occurrence in multilayered interconnect modeling, signal integrity analyses etc. We propose an algorithm which works implicitly on the state matrix description of the network and allows capacitor cutsets in the graph of the network. We use an efficient DC analysis algorithm[l] to make implicit computations of eigenvalues, eigenvectors and port admittance matrices.
Introduction
With increasing clock speed and higher levels of integration in VLSI fabrication technology, there is now a trend to consider effects of interconnect structures while doing circuit simulations to verify functional and timing specifications. Towards this the multilayered interconnects are replaced by their equivalent RC (or RLC) circuits in the SPICE netlist file of overall circuit. This increases the simulation time substantially. The overall circuit can be thought of as composed of various nonlinear multiports connected together by these linear multiports (containing only R, C and L). To perform signal integrity analyses one excites an interconnect with a spike signal and observes its effect on signals present in adjacent interconnects. This can only be done with equivalent linear multiport containing capacitor cutsets.
Among the methods used for approximate analysis of linear multiport networks, Asymptotic Waveform Evaluation (AWE) In this paper, we present a method of Spectral Approximation for Reducing Networks (SARN), to generate lower order-approximations of linear RC multiports. Our method allows capacitor cutsets in the multiport to be approximated. We specify the multiport by SPICE like circuit file, with ports specified as boundary nodes, looking into which we give a smaller equivalent circuit accurate up to a user specified frequency. We compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of state matrix of given RC multiport and use that to synthesize a lower order model. By retaining all eigenvalues with absolute value up to A, , , we get an approximation which (informally) is accurate up to frequency f m a Z = Xm,,/a(27r), where a can be taken to lie between 5 and 10. If the original multiport is stable (i.e., having all eigenvalues as negative real numbers), the approximation is also stable, since it has eigenvalues which are also present in the original multiport and hence are negative real numbers.
Basic Formulation of SARN
We now give a brief sketch of our method. Let N be the given RC multiport, with p ports specified in terms of p + 1 boundary nodes. We will refer to these ports as P ports. Let Ip(s) (Vp(s)) be the Laplace transform of P port current (voltage) vector. Let Ip(s) = Y(s)Vp(s). Then the port admittance matrix Y(s) can be written as ?-=I where TI is the total number of states (in this case total number of independent capacitor voltages), X, s are eigenvalues of a s t a t e matrix of n/ and K's are rank one matrices, which can be obtained from the corresponding eigenvectors for X, s (we assume that all the eigenvalues are distinct, which is a very practical assumption). Go = G -E:==,(l/X,K') represents the behavior of the multiport at s = 0. Hence Go is the admittance matrix of the multiport obtained by open circuiting and deleting all capacitors in N (capacitor C has admittance sCU which is zero at s = 0 We now derive the state matrix from port admittance
matrix relating iP(t), ic(t),vp(t),vp(t) and vc(t).
It is e T y to see that the current vectors ip(t) and ic(t), when v",t) = 6 ( t ) , v&(.) = 0 for i # j would have a 6 ( t ) term,
( t ) term and e x s t terms. Let us therefore begin by taking

Transformation for Symmetric State Matrix
We need to compute eigenvalues of the matrix -C-lGcc, which (though G c c is symmetric) is asymmetric and hence difficult to handle with the Lanczos algorithm. So we transform the Equation 3 to another one, in terms of variables z for which the state matrix is symmetrical. Let C = LLT, where L is a lower triangular matrix. This Cholesky decomposition is possible since C is a positive definite matrix. Let z = LTvc. Then Equation 3 transforms to
The state matrix A = -L-lGccL-* is symmetric and hence the eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal.
Implicit Computations
Note that the matrices in Equation 2 In order to synthesize a lower order approximation we need to compute eigenvalues from the lower end of spectrum of A. This can often be done with much!esser Lanczos iterations if we compute the eigenvalues of A-l. However, due to the presence of capacitor cutsets, A has zero eigenvalues and hence is not invertible. To make A invertible, we shift its eigenvalues X i to X i -k by adding in parallel with each capacitor of value C Farads a conductance of value kCv. This is equivalent to adding a diagonal matrix -kI to A. Then we compute eigenvalues of ( A -kI)-' usjng the Lanczos algorithm which requires computation of (A -kI)-'y for a given y. Equivalently, we need to compute (A-kI)-'y = LT(Gcc+kC)-lLy, for a given y. This requires computation of (Gee + kC)-'u for a given u. For this, first we add the parallel conductance branches, then we replace all port X branches by current sources of value u and then find the voltage across these current sources. Having computed top r eigenvalues (in sense of absolute value) X i , of (A -kI)-', the corresponding eigenvalues A, of a can be computed as, 1, = (1/1i,.) + k. Note that if k is negative then the electrical networks to be solved contains negative resistors. In such cases the method discussed in [l] has to factor an indefinite matrix using LU factors as opposed to Cholesky factors for positiye definite matrices.
Having computed r eigenvalues of A with least absolute Note that K' is a symmetric matrix. It has rank one due to the presence of prpT in its expression. Hence it suffices to compute any linear combination of its rows or columns. We compute sum of all its columns. This can be computed Now finally, we briefly sketch the synthesis of an m-th order RC multiport as an approximation for N . Note that each row (column) index of K' corresponds to a boundary node (or a port) of N . We can synthesize star like RC circuit connecting all the boundary nodes to an internal node via resistors (of positive or negative) value. The internal node is connected to ground via a capacitor of appropriate value. Then we subtract the zero frequency and infinite frequency admittance matrices of this star tree like RC circuit from Go and C respectively (see Equation 1).
We synthesize one such star like RC network for each distinct eigenvalue. Finally whatever remains in Go ( C ) can be synthesized as positive and negative resistor (capacitor)
Experimental Results
We conducted experiments on randomly generated RC grid circuits, which contained floating capacitors, grounded capacitors and capacitor cutsets. Table 1 gives the specifications of test circuits used in this paper. the correctness and numerical stability of our port reduction method we compare plots of voltage magnitude vs frequency for g5h circuit and its resynthesised version, which was generated using all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of g5h. An input source was applied to one of the ports. In Figure 1 we plot the voltages at remaining ports for original and resynthesised circuit. It may be noted that the plots for the original and resynthesised circuit are indistinguishable. In Figure 2 we compare a port voltage for glOk circuit and its 2nd, 5th and 10th order models. Note that as we take more eigenvalues for synthesising a lower order model the approximation gets more accurate. In this example a lower 10th order approximation gives a very accurate model. In Figure 3 we compare real and imaginary part for a port voltage of g5k and its 10th order model. Finally in Figure 4 we compare a port voltage for glOk circuit with its corresponding counterpart in 10th order models, one generated by taking the eigenvalues as computed through Lanczos algorithm and other generated after refining these eigenvalues. Note that unrefined eigenvalues give a poorer approximation. connecting boundary nodes.
V I -R u e to lack of space we are not giving complexity analysis Table 2 one may note that the time required to synthesize a lower order approximation grows almost linearly with the size of original multiport and sublinearly with the number of poles in the approximation.
Conclusions
Although the work reported in this paper should be regarded as preliminary, our results encourage us to conclude that, for network reduction, the time domain method based on spectral values is the most promising. The essential ideas of the method are simple and the key subroutine is that of DC analysis (performed very efficiently). The 'nearness' of the reduced network to the original can be controlled to the extent we need. The time for building the reduced network can be seen to grow nearly linearly with the size of the network and sub linearly with the number of eigenvalues used in the approximation. Further, with a greater reliance on the Lanczcs method for eigenvalue and eigenvector computation, the overall reduction time is likely to 
